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THE FIRST NAME IN HIGH SHEAR MIXERS

Emulsified Vaccines for Human or Animal Health
Adjuvants are substances which improve the immune response to the antigen used
in vaccines. When added to an antigen (virus, bacteria, peptides, etc.), an adjuvant especially an oily adjuvant - can improve the immune response.
SEPPIC adjuvants from the MONTANIDE™ ISA range are ready-to-use oily products,
each being specifically designed to be formulated for one type of emulsion (W/O, O/W,
W/O/W). The types of adjuvant and emulsion to use are dependant on the targeted
pathology and species.
For pathologies like Foot and Mouth Disease (cattle, swine), Avian Influenza or Newcastle
Disease (poultry), Water-In-Oil emulsified vaccines based on MONTANIDE™ ISA
adjuvants are capable of improving vaccine efficacy via the induction of a strong and long
lasting immunity.
In the case of cancer treatment by immunotherapy, Water-In-Oil adjuvants have shown to
provide an efficacious immune response with a long lasting depot effect.

Key Points
Vaccine manufacture must be performed in a sterile environment to avoid contamination
during production or storage. Final sterilization of the emulsfied vaccine is not technically
possible, so an aseptic process is required.
After manufacture, the vaccines must be:
• Sterile and Stable
Up to 2 years at 39℉, no coalescence, limited sedimentation and oil release.
• Consistent
From batch to batch to ensure similar immunological properties due to a
reproducible process.

The Process
To produce a stable W/O emulsified vaccine with maintained immunity-inducing
properties, the manufacturing process must achieve small emulsion droplets (<1 чm)
with a monomodal and narrow particle size distribution. The use of high shear energy
provided by a Silverson rotor/stator mixer is required to reach this target.
The process must be optimized to reduce the droplet size and avoid sedimentation over
time, but also avoid overshearing and coalescence of the aqueous phase as it could
affect safety and efficacy properties of the vaccine.
Vaccine sterility is insured by an aseptic process using initial sterilization of equipment
(steam sterilization) and excipients (filtration). The process equipment must meet a
number of requirements, in terms of both design and construction:
• Hygienic construction (UHS or UHLS).
• Need for Cleaning-In-Place (CIP) and Sterilization-In-Place (SIP).
• Retention areas as close to zero as possible.

Specific features of emulsification process with
MONTANIDE™ ISA adjuvants
A typical process for W/O emulsions with MONTANIDE™ ISA adjuvants includes two
steps:
� Pre-emulsion
Blending under low shear agitation of aqueous phase and oily adjuvant, to create uniformly
large droplets, for improved vaccine droplet size homogeneity.
� High Shear emulsifying with a Silverson Mixer
Multiple passes of the emulsion droplets through the high shear workhead of the
Silverson mixer (Batch or In-Line), with the manfacturing vessel under low shear agitation
if necessary for vaccine homogeneity. This step operates in a four stage mixing cycle as
follows:

Stage 1
After the pre-emulsion step, the large droplets are drawn
by the high speed rotation of the rotor blades into the
center of the workhead.

Stage 2
The droplets are driven towards the workhead periphery
by centrifugal force where they are subjected to a milling
action in the narrow gap between the rotor blades and
the inner wall of the stator.

Stage 3
The droplets are then subjected to additional high shear
energy by being forced at high velocity through the stator
perforations.

Stage 4
The smaller droplets are expelled radially from the
workhead into the bulk of the emulsion, where the
mixing cycle continues until targeted droplet size and
stability are achieved.

The Advantages
Silverson rotor/stator high shear mixers are commonly found in the field for the preparation
of Water-In-Oil vaccines in various batch sizes. For more than 30 years, SEPPIC has been
helping vaccine manufacturers to optimize processes on their existing Silverson mixers or
providing recommendations for equipment investment.

Process Guidelines
The graph below provides general indications on the use of Silverson high shear mixers
for the emulsification of W/O vaccines based on MONTANIDE™ ISA adjuvants:

Process duration for pre-emulsion and high shear step are dependant on the batch size
and adjuvant used.

High Shear Batch Mixers.
• Recommended for volumes lower than 1 - 3 US gallons
• Can be considered for intermediate volumes

High Shear In-Line mixers.
• Recommended for volumes larger than 13 US gallons
• Can be considered for intermediate volumes
In-Line mixer with rotors of 2.75� or below:
Should be used:
• At a higher frequency than standard electrical supply
(70 - 120Hz)
• With a Fine Emulsion Screen (FEMSC)
In-Line mixers with rotors of 4.25� or above:
Can be used:
• At standard frequency (50 or 60Hz)
• With a Standard Emulsion Screen (EMSC)
For specific recommendations with your application, please contact
your SEPPIC sales representative: animal.seppic@airliquide.com
Information contained in this report is believed to be correct and is included as a guide only. No warranty is expressed
or implied as to fitness for use or freedom from patents. Silverson Machines reserve the right to change product
specification without notice.
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